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Introduction 
 The hydrogen is playing very important part 
in modern technological progress. It is very visible 
especially nowadays because the space conquest, 
green power engineering and new materials 
producing. 
 But the hydrogen is known not just like 
fruitful element. It has there are many very special 
properties. As a matter of fact hydrogen is two   
elementary particle bounded by electrostatic 
forces. Without electron hydrogen transforms to 
tiny proton. 
 In the paper we make an attempt to show 
good and bad side of hydrogen in modern and 
future technologies. 
 
Technology of materials 

In metallurgy hydrogen was known first 
time like undesirable element. Especially big 
negative impact from hydrogen presence is for 
high strength steels, titanium and aluminum alloys. 
List of the impacts: not controllable porosity, 
hydrogen brittleness (there are 4 type of it!), 
hydrogen corrosion, flakes in steels, “fish scales” 
[1]. 

Because of this long time metallurgists tried 
to remove the hydrogen from the metals during 
obtaining and heat treating. It is a reason why good 
sides of hydrogen was not found so long time.  
Even metal hydrogen phase diagrams for very 
important metals like iron, nickel, aluminum and 
others was not created up to the end of XX  
century [2]. 

Now the list of fruitful applications of 
hydrogen is pretty long: reducing atmosphere in 
chemical reaction during obtaining several 
important metals, protective atmosphere in powder 
metallurgy, obtaining new porous materials – 
gasars [3], hydride reinforcing of titanium and 
palladium, machinability improving of tough steels 
and alloys, anomalous super plasticity and 
spontaneous plastic deformation of iron and its 
alloys [3], nano powder technologies for 
zirconium, tantalum and vanadium.  

Nonmetal materials industry also uses 
hydrogen. First of all it is very important 
component of all organic materials (plastic). Last 

time it was found hydrogen should be presented in 
gas atmosphere during artificial diamond and nano 
tube producing. It is very important for the 
complicated physicochemical reaction [5]. 
 
Power engineering and chemical industry 

In thermonuclear reactions hydrogen 
isotopes are using, it is known and does not need 
some comments. But we should to notice: very 
strong negative impact of hydrogen to 
thermonuclear reactor materials and until now it is 
huge barrier on thermonuclear industry. Numerous 
of attempts to create material which can resist to 
hydrogen impact inside thermonuclear reactor did 
not have success. Only in case of uncontrollable 
thermonuclear reaction (hydrogen bomb) there is 
no barriers for hydrogen using, but military 
application it is very special area.  

In internal combustion engines (Otto, jet 
engines, rocket engines) hydrogen is known like 
very promising fuel because of high performance 
factor and ecological exhaust gas – water steam. 
But the using is very productive only in rocket 
engines. As for Otto and jet engines this high 
hydrogen price and storage problems do not give 
possibility to use hydrogen in large scale. There 
are no another engineering problems but in can be 
hydrogen will do negative impact to engine parts 
which are working at high pressure and 
temperature long time. 

In nuclear power systems hydrogen is using 
like cooling fluid because its thermo conductivity 
in 7 times higher than air has. But in the area its 
application is limited because of negative impacts 
to engineering materials and very high diffusion 
mobility. 

In small power engineering (fuel cell 
industry) which is growing fast hydrogen is only 
one and very effective fuel. Inside the fuel sells 
hydrogen and oxygen produce electric power 
having performance factor nearly 100%. 

In chemical industry hydrogen is using like 
raw material for different important material 
produce (for example ammonia, liquid and gaseous 
hydrocarbons, solid greases, sulphuric acid and so 
on). But in this area at high pressure and 
temperatures hydrogen influence on construction 
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materials usually is negative because hydrogen 
corrosion and methane-hydrogen corrosion. The 
corrosions are very dangerous because they give 
crash destructions which human victims.  
 
Aerostatics 
 At the beginning of aerostatics hydrogen 
successfully was using like lightest gas for 
balloons and airships filling. But hydrogen 
combustibility cut down its application in the very 
attractive area. It is possible common aviation 
industry does break this too because of harsh 
competition. 
 Especially now days when new unusually 
light and strong materials and flame preventers are 
created, aerostatics and particularly hydrogen 
aerostatics should be revive at new high level. It is 
very cheap, comfortable and universal mode of 
transport. And only after two accidents in 1930 it 
was unfair estimated like unpromising. 
 
Conclusions 
 1. Hydrogen engineering is humanity future 
and it is necessary to solve problems of hydrogen 
storage and controllable thermonuclear reactions as 
soon as possible. 
 2. Hydrogen can make strong negative 
impact on engineering materials. So second goal (it 
may be even first) should be basic research of 
hydrogen influence on construction material 
properties and creating new materials which are 
resisting from hydrogen impact. 
 3. It is necessary to foresee global ecological 
changing on our Earth in case using hydrogen in 
very larger scale. Because hydrogen can 

concentrate in top layer of Earth atmosphere and it 
are not understandable consequences of the process 
for global climate changing.  
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